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Guide to Chamber Music
Journal
Great Piano Works -- The Mini Series: Franz Joseph Haydn
Franz Joseph Haydn
Chamber Music
Joseph Haydn
Our editors have selected six complete sonatas from Haydn's set of 56, choosing
sonatas from the less-demanding levels and advancing in difficulty. This is a
valuable resource for introducing students to this standard literature! Titles are: *
Sonatas No. 3 in F Major * No. 5 in G Major * No. 14 in C Major * No. 35 in A-flat
Major * No. 42 in G Major * No. 48 in C Major. Beautiful covers, exquisite
engravings, and meticulous editing have made this series a best seller everywhere.

Daily Warm-Ups: Algebra - Level I
With the same authority, insight, and unique ability to bring music to life on the
printed page that he brought to his Guide to Chamber Music, Melvin Berger gives
us an indispensable guide to the sonata form. Comprehensive, analytical, and
historical, including descriptions in nontechnical language of over two hundred of
the best best-known sonatas, Guide to Sonatas is designed to help all music
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lovers−casual listeners, experienced concertgoers, performers, conductors, or
teachers−deepen their understanding and enhance their enjoyment of the
classical repertoire.

Chases' Calendar of Annual Events
Includes more than 8,200 holidays, holy days, national and ethnic celebrations,
astronomical phenomena, festivals, fairs, anniversaries, and other events from
around the world

The Marvellous Year
Dictionary of Music and Musicians
Looks at the history of sacred Christian music, from C.E. 1 to the present day.

Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musicians
Haydn's World
Sixteen titles including German dances, minuets and trios, and variations and
movements from his sonatas.

The Intermediate Plan Book
Surveys the history of Western classical music, offers brief profiles of influential
composers from Vivaldi to John Cage, and discusses important compositions and
periods

The International Cyclopedia of Music and Musicians
This versatile, economical book gives you two intriguing math riddles for every day
of the year. Each puzzle highlights an interesting person or event associated with
that particular day. Students guess the year based on mathematical clues such as,
"The square root of my tens digit is equal to my units digit." In solving the puzzles,
students work with a wide range of math concepts and functions. They interpret
quantitative clues, use context clues to problem solve, and connect abstract
number theory to a fun activity.

Concert Bulletin[s]
Alfred and Highland/Etling are taking a brand-new approach to string instruction
that promises to grab and hold every student's attention---String Explorer! Join the
adventures of Arco Dakota and Rosalyn Le Bow as they guide your students along
the path to successful string playing with the most exciting, yet systematic and
logically sequenced instruction of its kind.
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Selected Sonatas
The Musical Journal
How to Grow a Young Music Lover is the ideal guide for parents who want to boost
their children’s education through music; parents who want to aid in their
children’s cognitive, motor, and creative development; parents who love music and
want their children to do the same; and parents who wish they knew more about
music and want their children to have advantages and instruction they did not. The
book is an extraordinary resource for homeschooling parents who want an
informative, accessible music curriculum and those want to support their children’s
instruction in piano, violin, or other instruments. It is also greatly appreciated by
grandparents and other caregivers who want to initiate kids into the world of
music; early childhood and elementary educators interested in solid, practical ways
to teach their classroom about music; and any reader interested in learning more
about musical history, terms, and methods. The book will also be well received by
fans of musician Charlie Peacock, who wrote the foreword for this new edition.

Music and Morals
The bestselling hymn historian of Then Sings My Soul presents a 365-day
devotional focused on best-loved hymns of the faith.

Life of Haydn
Portraits 0f Composers
Chase's Annual Events
Directions in Sound
The Double Reed
Playing Before the Lord
How to Grow a Young Music Lover
Includes music.

Guide to Sonatas
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First Studies in Music Biography
Programme
A biography of the composer who became known as the "father of the symphony"
after creating more than one hundred in his lifetime.

730 Daily Math Warm-Ups
The Vintage Guide to Classical Music
Franz Joseph Haydn (1732 1809) has been called the father of the symphony and
the string quartet. A friend of Mozart and a teacher of Beethoven, "Papa" Haydn
composed an amazing variety of music -- symphonies, string quartets, concerti,
masses, operas, oratorios, keyboard works -- and his prolific output celebrates both
the heights and depths of life. In this fascinating book Calvin Stapert combines his
skills as a biographer and a musicologist to recount Haydn's steady rise from
humble origins to true musical greatness. Unlike other biographers, Stapert argues
that Haydn's work was a product of his devout Catholic faith, even though he
worked mainly as a court musician and the bulk of his output was in popular
genres. In addition to telling Haydn's life story, Stapert includes accessible listening
guides to The Creation and portions of other well-known works to help Haydn
listeners more fully appreciate the brilliance behind his music.

Masters in music
String Explorer, Book 1
Oxford's highly successful listener's guides--The Symphony, The Concerto, and
Choral Masterworks--have been widely praised for their blend of captivating
biography, crystal clear musical analysis, and delightful humor. Now James Keller
follows these greatly admired volumes with Chamber Music. Approaching the
tradition of chamber music with knowledge and passion, Keller here serves as the
often-opinionated but always genial guide to 192 essential works by 56 composers,
providing illuminating essays on what makes each piece distinctive and admirable.
Keller spans the history of this intimate genre of music, from key works of the
Baroque through the emotionally stirring "golden age" of the Classical and
Romantic composers, to modern masterpieces rich in political, psychological, and
sometimes comical overtones. For each piece, from Bach through to contemporary
figures like George Crumb and Steve Reich, the author includes an astute musical
analysis that casual music lovers can easily appreciate yet that more experienced
listeners will find enriching. Keller shares the colorful, often surprising stories
behind the compositions while revealing the delights of an art form once described
by Goethe as the musical equivalent of "thoughtful people conversing."

The Music of the Church Hymnary and the Psalter in Metre, Its
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Sources and Composers
The Music of Angels
Oxford's highly successful listener's guides--The Symphony, The Concerto, and
Choral Masterworks--have been widely praised for their blend of captivating
biography, crystal clear musical analysis, and delightful humor. Now James Keller
follows these greatly admired volumes with Chamber Music. Approaching the
tradition of chamber music with knowledge and passion, Keller here serves as the
often opinionated, always genial guide to 192 essential works by 56 composers,
providing illuminating essays on what makes each piece distinctive and admirable.
Keller spans the history of this intimate genre of music, from key works of the
Baroque through the emotionally stirring "golden age" of the Classical and
Romantic composers, to modern masterpieces rich in political, psychological, and
sometimes comical overtones. For each piece, from Bach through to contemporary
figures like George Crumb and Steve Reich, the author includes an astute musical
analysis that casual music lovers can easily appreciate yet that more experienced
listeners will find enriching. Keller shares the colorful, often surprising stories
behind the compositions while revealing the delights of an art form once described
by Goethe as the musical equivalent of "thoughtful people conversing."

Program Notes
Authoritative guide presents 231 of the most frequently performed pieces by 55
composers. A must for music lovers and musicians alike. "No lover of chamber
music should be without this Guide." ? John Barkham Reviews.

Josef Haydn, His Greatest Piano Solos
Profiles the famous and prolific Austrian composer and discusses his legacy and
style.

Etude
H. R. Haweis presents an interesting mixture of musical philosophy, facts and
biographies in this 1871 publication.

Near to the Heart of God
Overture
Chamber Music
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